2000 ford expedition heater core

The Ford Expedition was originally introduced by Ford in to replace the "full-size" Ford Bronco.
The Expedition is considered a "full-size" sport utility vehicle, and remains popular with the
automotive community even though it generally gets poor gas mileage. The Expedition's sister
car, the Lincoln Navigator, is basically an Expedition with a "dressed-up" front grille, vehicle
interior and a higher price tag. Replacing the heater core in the Ford Expedition requires
moderate automotive-repair knowledge. Jump to: navigation , search. Locate the drain petcock
on the bottom of the vehicle radiator. Drain the engine coolant from the vehicle radiator into an
empty container using pliers and turning the petcock counterclockwise. After the coolant is
drained, close the petcock completely. Remove the instrument panel that is above the steering
wheel. The heater core cover will be visible. Disconnect the heater-core hose clamps using
pliers and compressing the clamps, making them larger, then slide the clamps to the center of
the two heater-core hoses. Pull the hoses off the heater core by hand and label the hoses by
marking "top" on the top hose and "bottom" on the bottom hose with a marker. Remove the
retaining screw securing the air-conditioning plenum "adapter," using a Phillips-head
screwdriver and turning the screw counterclockwise. Pull the plenum "adapter" by hand, to the
right until it is completely removed from the plenum. Set the plenum adapter aside. Disconnect
the vacuum line from the plenum chamber. Remove the two heater-core brackets off the plenum
chamber using a socket wrench and socket and turning the two bracket bolts counterclockwise
until the bolts are fully removed. The brackets can then be pulled off by hand. Locate the top of
the plenum chamber. It is separated from the bottom part of the plenum chamber with 13
screws. Remove the top of the plenum chamber using a socket wrench and socket and turning
the top plenum chamber screws counterclockwise. Remove all 13 screws. Pull off the plenum
chamber top by hand. Remove the heater core by pulling up on the heater core by hand,
removing it from the bottom plenum chamber. Heater Core Installation Push the new heater core
down inside the bottom part of the plenum chamber, making sure the two heater-core hose
connection tubes come out of the left side of the bottom plenum chamber. There are two holes
in the bottom plenum chamber for the heater-core hose connection tubes. Install the plenum
chamber top using a socket wrench and socket and turning all 13 screws until the plenum
chamber top is fully tightened. Place both heater-core brackets back on the heater-core plenum
chamber and tighten the two bolts using a socket wrench and socket and turning clockwise
until the bolts are fully tightened. Connect the vacuum line back onto the plenum chamber.
Push the air-conditioning plenum adapter back into the plenum chamber by hand and secure it
by turning the screw clockwise with a Phillips-head screwdriver. Push the two heater-core
hoses back on to the heater-core hose connection tubes by hand, making sure the "top" hose
goes back on the top connection tube and the "bottom" hose goes back on the bottom
connection tube. Squeeze the clamps with pliers to make the clamps larger, and move the
clamps down the hoses to the heater-core connection tubes and release the clamps to secure
the hoses onto the connection tubes. Install the instrument panel. Fill the radiator with the
vehicle's specified amount of a mixture of engine coolant and water. Connect the negative
battery cable to the vehicle battery. Start the vehicle engine and turn on the heat. Never attempt
to open or drain a vehicle cooling system while the engine is still hot. Children and small
animals are attracted to the sweet taste and smell of the engine coolant antifreeze. Dispose of
any used fluids at a proper fluid-recycling center. Categories : Repairs Ford Expedition.
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Read Edit View history. This page was last modified on 24 July , at It only takes a minute to sign
up. I recently just flushed my heater core on my Expedition. I did a full flush, then a reverse,
then another flush. Filled heater core with anti-freeze to insure air didn't get trapped in the core.
During the flush, the first flush resulted in a good amount of rust and debris exiting the core.
After flushing two more times, water was clear. My father never did this after the heat kept
working, but alas we are back to no heat. I have the hoses on correctly, in on in out on out. One
odd behavior, is if I leave the fan off, and then turn on the heat on hi, I get quite good heat for
about 10 seconds. Then reduces to cold. However not quite 'ice' cold. Thank you! Sounds odd.
If the core was blocked, then hose water inserted in one side wouldn't come out the other. So I
doubt its blocked. More than likely you have an air pocket, and that tells me your radiator cap is
probably shot. On that year vehicle, I'm pretty sure there is a simple one hose radiator overflow
reservoir. Here's how this works. When you drive your car, say for 30 minutes or more, the
engine and coolant gets hot. Hot coolant can expand increasing the pressure inside the system
to 13 to 16 psi. At this pressure, the boiling point of water goes from deg F up to around deg F
13 psi The radiator cools the car best when its full of really hot water, not full of really hot
steam. The radiator cap maintains tight and safe control of that pressure. Now here is the really
awesome part of the process. When you shut the vehicle off for the night everything cools
down. And as it cools down, that 13 psi turns into a vacuum, sucking coolant out of the

overflow bottle into the radiator. What makes this work in reverse is a little seal in the center of
the radiator cap. See the photo. Note, it will take about three or four days of this heat up, cool
down procedure to purge ALL the air out of your coolant system. Note: I'm assuming that the
hose from radiator to bottom of the overflow bottle is in good shape, no cracks, no leaks, etc..
I'll leave that inspection to you. Obviously when you start this process you will have to have the
correct level of coolant in the overflow bottle. It's also possible that you have a water pump
problem. I've heard of old cars with worn out water pump impellers, but I think you'd see bad
overheating on the vehicle temp gauge pretty quick. Do check the radiator cap, to ensure all the
seals are working correctly. I've seen many where the small seal disk doesn't retain well. Oh,
and one more thing I'm not sure how your core is oriented. I strongly suspect this is what you
have but I'm not positive. If the core is oriented sideways, you always want the core to fill from
the bottom. If you flow the coolant such that it fills the core up from the top, its possible to get a
small air trapped zone in the core. This will cause a gurgle and you will definitely be able to hear
it inside the vehicle. If that is the case, the whole radiator cap discussion is off base. Again, can
you blow air through the heater core tubes? Remove both hoses from heater core. Take a three
foot long piece of hose, hook it up on one side of the heater core. Blow coolant out of the core.
With an empty core, you should easily be able to blow air thru the heater core coolant passages
without even a hint of restriction. Blow from your mouth so you can easily gauge back pressure.
If core is good, you either have poor flow, or a blockage somewhere ELSE in the system.
Blockage I've seen plenty of crazy things, including rubber parts stuck in the system. Anything
is possible. If the flow is blocked by oxidants then latent heat only lasts for seconds. Antifreeze
ought to have antioxidants to minimize buildup of insulating materials. Sign up to join this
community. The best answers are voted up and rise to the top. Ask Question. Asked 2 years
ago. Active 4 days ago. Viewed times. Improve this question. DavidSupportsMonica 2, 1 1 gold
badge 10 10 silver badges 25 25 bronze badges. Jackson Pike Jackson Pike 11 1 1 bronze
badge. Add a comment. Active Oldest Votes. Let us know what you find. Good luck with it.
Improve this answer. From my knowledge, my vehicle does not have a radiator cap. Only the
overflow reservoir Degas bottle? I thought the same as far as if it was blocked, I wouldn't get
flow during the flush. I'm tempted to try another flush and pay closer attention to flow in vs flow
out. As far as core orientation, I believe it is vertical vs horizontal. It worked fantastic reversed. I
definitely do not hear a gurgle sound. I so so hope that it is air trapped While still not a good
thing of course vs the toast heater core. I hear it is a real PITA especially on this model. Hours
of work to take the dash all the way off to reach the heater core. A degas bottle has like three or
four larger size hoses running to it.. An overflow bottle has only one lonely very small hose
running to the bottom of the bottle. How many hoses does your bottle have? If your heater core
flows okay, and you have a true degas bottle with proper level of coolant, then something else
is totally wrong. Perhaps worn off impeller blades on the water pump? One tiny hose from top
of bottle to upper left of radiator from drivers view. Then one large at the bottom then stems off
the lower radiator hose. With that being a flow issue, it most likely would be the core. A water
pump would present presumably more overheating concerns or signs? Show 1 more
comments. Sign up or log in Sign up using Google. Sign up using Facebook. Sign up using
Email and Password. Post as a guest Name. Email Required, but never shown. Featured on
Meta. Visual design changes to the review queues. Opt-in alpha test for a new Stacks editor.
Related 3. Hot Network Questions. Question feed. Took my expedition in and had the thermostat
replaced and the heater core flushed. Now they want to change the actuator what you guys
think? Im lost and dont want to keep dumping money into it. Do you. A proper diagnosis for low
heater temperature takes time which translates into dollars for you. To save you money most
mechanics will just do the two things you listed first because those are responsible for the
symptom about 99 percent of the time. Once those don't solve the problem, that's when they
have no choice but to dig further. They made an attempt to save you money but your vehicle
didn't cooperate. Ford has had a pile of trouble with their electric actuator motors. Some of
them are hard to get to and people have been known to cut access holes in the inner dash
assembly to get to them. Besides the actuator motor there may be a water control valve under
the hood. Usually they leak but it should also be checked to be sure it's opening fully. If it's not,
the clue would be the radiator hose is too hot to hold onto for very long but the heater hoses are
much cooler. Was this answer. Please login or register to post a reply. Related Heater Heater
Core Content. Step by step guide on how to replace an automotive heater core, though each car
is different in complexity, these steps outline the basic procedure. All Help Is Appreciated. And
Just Checked My Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! I have changed the thermostat,
changed and flushed the coolant and got nothing. I was told to check the heater control valve
but I can not locate it. Can you help me. In the vehicle is a blend door that determines if you get
heat or AC. It is located near the heater core under the dash. However, I need you to check

something. With the engine running, hot, and the heater on high, feel both heater core hoses.
Both should be hot. Let me know what you find. I tried thermostats and flushed and flushed the
system again and again. Flushed the heater core again and again. No heat. Changed the
waterpump too. Flushed theheater core. And yes at operating tempature both heater hoses were
hot. But no heat. So I said to myself what I have been deading heater core? Yes I changed the
heater core. And guess what? Heat like you would not believe! I took the old heater core and
sawed open the tanksand it was pluged solid with sludge. Turned out only two runs were open.
With fluid being lazy it took the path of least resistance and thats what was keeping my heater
hoses hot having me think there was good circulation. So for all you outher guys driving igloos
on wheels be ware of the heater core when all elce fails. Warning this is not a small job! Aprox
11hrs. I am a licenced tech and its quite a job. The whole dash has to come off clear to the
firewall in order to get heater core acess. Hope I have been some help brian. Was this answer
helpful? Have you checked for vacuum leaks? THe vent doors that change the system from heat
to AC are actuated by vacuum. Check for hoses that are disconnected or damaged under the
dash. WIth the engine running, you may hear a hissing sound. The air works great but when you
turn the heater on, it seems as though the air is still on-there is no change in the temp of the air
coming through the vents. What could cause this to happen? You would need to check the
actuator movements etc. Is this an automatic or manual HVAC system? It is my husbands
trucka nd we just bought it 4 days ago. He thinks it is automatic. Butifit was the blender door
wouldn't I still have heat at the rear unit? Can you help? Thanks Was this answer helpful? If you
replace it and have rear air that duct has to be pulled back as well as other see pics Images
Click to enlarge Was this answer helpful? I replaced the control tempture module. Still no hot
air. The rear heater does get hot. Behind the glove box? And when u turn a corner there is a
grinding noise in the rear end its acts like it trys to lock up. And how do u change the plugs in
the 5. Remove any foreign debris from the spark plug wells with compressed air. Remove the
spark plugs. To install, reverse removal procedure. Tighten to specification ft lbs. Make
absolutely sure to do on a COLD engine and use anti seize on replacement plugs. Not so good. I
have the digital gage to set the temperature I can set it to the highest temp and it only feels like
"luke warm" air. The thing that confuses me is my heat works fine in the back rows? All the
blowers are working, but I do notice my windshield fogging up more than usual? Any help
would be appreciated Thanks Was this answer helpful? I feel like I always get ripped off when I
take it to a shop. Could you estimate what this might cost, or what needs repairing? Once again,
any help is appreciated. I have not heat in my vehicle. Do you. First, you don't have a heater
control valve. Was this answer. I have a ford expedition that has had no heat for the last two
years. Not getting any heat in the rear of my ford expedition what could be the problem? Is the
fan working? I have a Ford Expedition that the heat does not work. The air-mix and venting
systems seems to be faulty or stuck and not allowing the proper air delivery. I'm not actually
sure. The blend doors are vacuum operated so I would suggest starting by checking the
vacuum hoses for leaks. I cantfindaheatercontrolvalve and everyone tells meitsthe blender door
that's causing me to have no heat. Thanks Was this answer. It is a blend door which is under
the heater towards passenger side a few ducts have to be removed to get to it but pull your
hvac fuse with key on first for 60 seconds then reinstall see if that cures it sometimes they
reset. If you replace it and have rear air that duct has to be pulled back as well as other see pics
Images Click to enlarge. The fron
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t heater is not getting hot. Did you check the blend door? Where is it located? Ok my heater
blows but its not getting hot at all and there is a clicking noise in the rear driver side panel. One
day my heater works fine, the next day. Any help would be appreciated Thanks Was this answer.
If there's a problem with the heater core it will affect the back one- Check the radiator makes
sure its filled with coolant-also see below its really hard to estimate the costs for such repairs it
varies with locations-Good Luck Was this answer. I have noticed that it is beginning to take
longer and longer for the car to heat up. The heat blasts, but it's not hot air until 10 minutes later
just about. Possible suggestions? Please login or register to post a reply. Related Heater Not
Working Content. Step by step guide on how to fix your heater, this information pertains to
most cars, trucks and SUV's. Both My Good Heat From Rear Core. Puzzled, Any Ideas?
Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free!

